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Abstract 
When building an application, native or web-based, you can be faced with the dilemma 

of finding an external library that will fit your needs. This thesis investigates the 

problem from a commercial viability standpoint. A new Compliance Reporting System 

needed a chart library to create appealing dashboards and reports. 

 The aim of the thesis was to develop a generic method for finding, comparing and 

testing software libraries. The method was developed making use of multiple phases 

which were then applied to different chart libraries for the Compliance Reporting 

System. 

 The devised method did not result in the desired outcome of finding a library for the 

Compliance Reporting System. It did, however, contain a number of successful steps. 

The first set of prerequisites was used to define relevant search terms. The second set of 

prerequisites reduced the selection of libraries. The adaptability tests examined the 

APIs. It was also found that the quality of documentation and public interface of the 

library can influence the possibility of successful utilization. Testing the extendibility 

would also have been beneficial. As for chart libraries in general, a lexicon of 

standardized terminology would be of great benefit. 
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1 Introduction 

When building an application, native or web based, a developer is usually faced with a 

number of considerations. One being the choice of external libraries. Including external 

libraries in your application can have several benefits, the most important one being 

reduced development time. Many software companies specialize in building such 

libraries. Likewise, the open source community has grown, thanks in part to services 

such as GitHub
1
 and Bitbucket

2
, which has resulted in an extensive array of libraries 

available for use at little to no cost. This thesis examines 60 libraries with the intention 

of finding a suitable match for a specific application. 

1.1 Problem 

When searching for a suitable library for an application there are several aspects to 

consider. You will have platform or hardware limitations. Your application will have 

specific requirements in terms of functionality that need to be fulfilled. In some cases, 

the need to decide between a large number of libraries available for the purpose results 

in a significant amount of time being spent which could be better spent elsewhere. 

Libraries may also be quite similar at a glance, and comparing them from the 

documentation alone might not be enough. Therefore, tests need to be performed. 

Choosing what and how to test can be a difficult decision. 

 There are also social and ethical aspects to address within the problem area. Is the 

multitude of libraries available making software development costlier since you have so 

many options to compare? Are there any maintainability, security and/or quality 

responsibilities to take into account when developing a method for comparing libraries? 

Are there ethical standpoints to consider when source code and software is being 

evaluated by researchers? 

1.2 Purpose 

This thesis examines the problem from a specific software development standpoint. An 

external chart library is needed for a new Compliance Reporting System (section 2.3). It 

is crucial for the success of the application that a suitable chart library is found. Thus, 

the method is applied to chart libraries. They are considered a representative choice as 

many applications use chart libraries for dashboards, analytics, reports, etc. Creating 

charts is also a complex task and therefore a good candidate for making use of an 

external library. Furthermore, there are several available and many have similar feature 

sets. 

 The aim of the thesis is to develop a method for finding, comparing and testing chart 

libraries. The method will be applied and tested on the scenario discussed above. The 

result will then be evaluated in the hopes of the method being applicable to a wider 

range of software libraries. 

1.3 Questions 

There are countless software libraries available, but most will not be able to produce the 

result needed. There is also no central repository for software libraries, no grand listing 

of features and capabilities to compare. In this context, three key words can be extracted 

and elaborated into questions: relevance, reduction, and comparison. 

Q1. How do you find relevant libraries?  

Q2. How do you reduce the selection?  

                                                 
1 https://github.com/ 
2 https://bitbucket.org/ 

https://github.com/
https://bitbucket.org/
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Q3. How do you compare and test similar libraries for a specific purpose? 

1.4 Previous research 

On the subject of charting and visualization, two articles were found. In 2008, D. W. 

Johnson and T.J. Jankun-Kelly [6] studied rendering techniques in the browser, 

comparing Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), HTML5 Canvas and Java applets (section 

2.4) from a performance perspective. In their method they tested two different types of 

visualizations; parallel coordinates and squarified treemaps. Although SVG yielded 

adequate results when dealing with small and medium data sets, none of the native 

rendering techniques could reach Java in terms of performance [6].  

 In 2012 H. Levkowitz and C. Kelleher [8] discussed cloud computing and mobile, 

arguing that “this will become the most common platform for computer graphics and 

visualization in the not-too-distant future”. They chose an investigative, as opposed to 

an experimental, method examining different native rendering techniques as well as a 

few visualization libraries. 

 When it comes to comparing software systems in general, R. Lincke et al. [9] 

contrasted software metrics tools in 2010. They performed a free search on the internet 

compiling a list of 46 different tools. These were then analyzed based on the metrics 

calculated, language and availability/license type. This resulted in the following criteria: 

the tool had to handle well known object-oriented metrics on a class level, be written in 

Java and have a free of charge or evaluation license. By applying these criteria, they 

were able to reduce the number of tools to 21. A more in-depth study of availability left 

them with 10 tools. A “least common denominator” set of metrics were chosen based 

upon those available from the set of tools to be tested. The test cases were selected with 

the criteria in mind, choosing three Java applications. 

 A. Rodriguez et al. [12] had a similar approach to R. Lincke et al. [9] when 

comparing libraries for generic programming in Haskell in 2008. They compared nine 

existing libraries by setting up a list of criteria based on three aspects; types, 

expressiveness and usability. In doing so, they created a benchmark suite for Haskell 

libraries. 

1.5 Outline 

This thesis starts with background information about the sponsor, Palantir System AB, 

followed by a brief rundown of the Compliance Reporting System. The specific usage 

of the term compliance, as well as web graphics is discussed. A method ontology is 

provided to create an outline of the various steps of the chosen method. These steps are 

then discussed in greater detail in sections 4-7. The results of the tests are provided in 

section 8. The final sections are composed of a general discussion and conclusions. 
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2 Background 

The objective of this section is to supply information that is relevant for the 

comprehension of the specific test case. Knowledge of the company, the targeted 

application, and the business sense of the term ‘compliance’ can impart an insight of the 

domain and how it affects the platform limitations, as well as some requirements. A 

brief introduction to 2D web graphics will create an understanding for charting and 

some of the prerequisites. 

2.1 Palantir Systems AB 

The thesis is commissioned by Palantir Systems AB (Palantir)
3
. The company has been 

a leading provider of software for tax consolidation, legal data and entity management 

since 1989. Many large multinational groups use their solutions to maximize efficiency 

and increase quality in their daily work. 

 Palantir’s main product is the Palantir Company Register, which helps multinational 

groups collect and manage vast amounts of information from its subsidiaries. It provides 

a way for the multinational companies to structure and sort their data based on the legal 

structure of the company. Ownership structure, contracts, company specific information 

along with historical ownerships and transactions are among the type of data this system 

can handle. 

 The company also has an application called Palantir Corporate Tax which provides a 

system to consolidate tax reporting from subsidiaries worldwide. It helps tax 

departments in multinational groups collect the information they need in order to 

consolidate and keep track of the effective tax rate, simultaneously ensuring high 

quality in the reported numbers. 

 Recently, Palantir has received a request from several clients for a Compliance 

Reporting System. The application will provide a way for multinational groups to check 

the compliance rate in their subsidiaries and their departments. 

2.2 Compliance 

In a business setting, compliance conveys the act of conforming to laws, best practices, 

contracts, agreements, policies, certifications, etc. [1]. Business compliance seems to 

have originated in the United States in the 1930s with the enforcement of the Securities 

Act of 1933 [2]. However, it was not until the beginning of the 21st century that term 

gained wide usage due to the collapses of large enterprises such as Enron and 

Worldcom in the US and Parmalat in Europe [1].  

 The financial scandals that unraveled in the process made governments realize the 

need for a stricter legislation [1]. In Europe, for example, such directives as the MiFID
4
 

and the EURO-SOX
5
 were implemented to enhance transparency and accountability [1], 

[3]. These scandals also made investors and shareholders lose faith, which resulted in 

greater awareness among companies in general [3]. The risks and costs of 

noncompliance (e.g., lost revenues, fines, loss of reputation) created a need for various 

forms of compliance monitoring programs [2], [4]. 

2.3 The Compliance Reporting System 

The aim of the Compliance Reporting System is to collect information from subsidiaries 

and departments regarding compliance issues within different departments (such as IT, 

                                                 
3 http://palantir.se/ 
4 http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/securities/isd/mifid_en.htm 
5 http://www.grc-lounge.com/en/EURO-SOX-EU/178280.html 

http://palantir.se/
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/securities/isd/mifid_en.htm
http://www.grc-lounge.com/en/EURO-SOX-EU/178280.html
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Regulatory and HR). The system will in many ways mimic a survey application. 

However, functionality for assessing risks and finding the most relevant or acute 

compliance issues will be added, among other things. 

The system will consist of three sections: 

 Creating compliance surveys, handling reporting units (for example 

subsidiaries, department and teams), managing users etc. (administrative 

tasks). 

 Answering a survey. 

 Managing and visualizing the results and creating reports. 

The latter part of the system will require a library for creating different kind of charts. 

The Compliance Reporting System will be built either in .NET 4.0 Windows Forms 

(WinForms)
6
 with some additional features added in ASP.NET 4.0 MVC

7
 or entirely in 

ASP.NET 4.0 MVC. These platform choices are due to the in-house experience 

available at Palantir as well as compatibility with existing products. Therefore, the 

library must be compatible with the .NET platform or be able to run independently in 

the client web browser. 

2.4 Brief introduction to 2D web graphics 

There are many technologies available for render graphics and charts in the web 

browser. Some of them, such as Adobe Flash
8
, Java Applets

9
, and Microsoft 

Silverlight
10

, require a plugin in order to work. Others, like the .NET Framework Chart 

Controls
11

, render charts as images in the browser [5]. There are, however, technologies 

for rendering graphics natively in browser, and they have gained substantial ground in 

recent years as browser support has steadily increased. 

2.4.1 Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) 

Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is an XML dialect that was published as a W3C 

recommendation
12

 in 2001 [6], [7]. It originally required a plugin to work, but the latest 

versions of all major browsers have native support [7], [13]. SVG is way to describe 

vector graphics. It uses mathematical descriptions of geometry to describe such things 

as paths, basic shapes, and text. These all have their own appropriate graphical 

attributes. These attributes are then interpreted by browser and rendered as a rasterized 

vector image [6], [7]. 

2.4.2 HTML5 Canvas 

The canvas element is a part of the HTML5 specification and has very extensive API. It 

was originally designed and implemented by Apple in 2004 to create dashboard 

widgets. Later, Apple disclosed the patents and it became a W3C standard. The canvas 

element inserts a rectangular bitmap into web page that is accessed and manipulated via 

a JavaScript API. Essentially, it is an array of colored pixels and there are functions for 

drawing lines, polygons, arcs, and text. Contrary to SVG, the created bitmap image is 

                                                 
6 http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd30h2yb.aspx 
7 http://www.asp.net/mvc 
8 http://www.adobe.com/se/products/flashplayer.html 
9 http://www.java.com/en/ 
10 http://www.microsoft.com/silverlight/ 
11 http://archive.msdn.microsoft.com/mschart 
12 http://www.w3.org/TR/ 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd30h2yb.aspx
http://www.asp.net/mvc
http://www.adobe.com/se/products/flashplayer.html
http://www.java.com/en/
http://www.microsoft.com/silverlight/
http://archive.msdn.microsoft.com/mschart
http://www.w3.org/TR/
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final and cannot be resized [7], [8]. Like SVG, is it now supported in all major browsers 

[7], [14]. 

2.4.3 Vector Markup Language (VML) 

As stated in the two previous sections, SVG and Canvas are supported in all modern 

browsers. However, Internet Explorer 8 and its predecessors only support Vector 

Markup Language (VML). VML is an XML-based technology for creating 2D vector 

graphics, developed by Microsoft in the late 90s [15]. It is deprecated as of Internet 

Explorer 9 in favor of SVG [16]. In chart libraries, VML polyfills
13

, such as 

ExplorerCanvas (ExCanvas)
14

, can be used to create backward compatibility support for 

older versions of Internet Explorer [8]. 

2.4.4 Library naming convention 

There is no naming convention for chart libraries that use SVG and/or Canvas. 

Sometimes they are called HTML5 chart libraries, though the term JavaScript chart 

libraries seems to be more commonly used. As JavaScript is the language for 

interacting with the APIs, the libraries will be referred to by the latter name throughout 

the thesis. 

                                                 
13 http://remysharp.com/2010/10/08/what-is-a-polyfill/ 
14 https://code.google.com/p/explorercanvas/ 

http://remysharp.com/2010/10/08/what-is-a-polyfill/
https://code.google.com/p/explorercanvas/
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3 Method 

In view of previous research (section 1.4) and the questions at hand (section 1.3), it was 

decided to divide the method into multiple steps (figure 3.1). This section will outline 

the general workflow of the different steps as well as discussion about validity and 

reliability. 

3.1 Method outline 

The first objective will be to find relevant libraries. In the article by R. Lincke et al. [9] 

they performed a free internet search collecting all software metrics tools. For many 

other types of software libraries such a wide search may result in an overwhelming 

number of results. This is the case for chart libraries. Therefore, a set of prerequisites 

will be created in order to limit the search. 

 These prerequisites (section 4) will include platform limitations, basic requirements 

and specific system requirements. The platform limitations have to comply with the 

requirements of the Compliance Reporting System (section 2.3). The general 

requirements will entail such thing as support for basic chart types as well as more 

generic criteria such as the libraries being actively maintained. Finally, the specific 

system requirements will include criteria relevant to the Compliance Reporting System. 

 Applying all the prerequisites at once may reduce the result too much at an early 

stage. It may be desirable to collect a reasonable number of libraries and examine them 

in greater detail afterwards. Thus, the prerequisites were divided into two sets. The first 

one will include the platform limitations and the general requirements. The second set 

will comprise the specific system requirements.  

 Based on the first set of prerequisites a number of keywords will be chosen for an 

internet search (section 5) after which the search itself will be performed. The result will 

be compiled into a list (section 6.1). The libraries will then be assessed based on the 

second set of prerequisites. This will result in a new, reduced list (section 6.2). 

 To compare the remaining libraries, a number to tests will be created (section 7). In 

order to make them as relevant to the Compliance Reporting System as possible, they 

will be created with the second set of prerequisites in mind. Finally, the outcome of the 

tests will be analyzed and discussed (section 8).  
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Figure 3.1 Method overview 

3.2 Validity and reliability 

When it comes to external validity, it is the aim of this study to create a selection 

method that can be applied to different types of software libraries. The method will be 

tested on chart libraries. The specific requirements of the Compliance Reporting System 

will also be applied.  

 As discussed in the introduction, chart libraries are commonly used. There are also a 

large number available, and many have similar features. As a result, they are considered 

sufficiently adequate for the test case. Nevertheless, the external validity would increase 

if the method were applied and tested on other types of software libraries. Likewise if it 

the prerequisites were created based on another application. There is not enough time 

for such tests, but the external validity will be considered in each step of the method. 

 Internal validity is a concern when it comes to testing. When dealing with a complex 

piece of software, it is difficult to predict everything which could fail. Careful scrutiny 

of testing procedures needs to be performed in order to assure accurate and reasonable 
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results. All problems encountered during the implementations will be documented as 

well. 

 Even though the prerequisites will based on the Compliance Reporting System, all 

the steps of the method will be reproducible. The prerequisites, the search keywords, as 

well as the tests will be discussed in detail. Thus, there are no threats to the reliability. 

 Validity and reliability will be discussed in greater detail in each section. 
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4 Prerequisites 

The prerequisites listed in this section are relevant to the library type and the targeted 

application. They are divided into two sets serving different purposes. 

4.1 First set of prerequisites 

The first set contains platform limitations and general requirements. The search 

keywords (section 5) will be based on the first set of the prerequisites. Only libraries 

who meet the first set of the prerequisites will be collected from the search. 

4.1.1 Platform limitations 

As noted in section 2.3 the platform for the Compliance Reporting Systems limits the 

choice of libraries. They must be compatible with the .NET platform or be a standalone 

JavaScript library.  

 The .NET chart libraries (or controls, as they are called) can be part of a larger 

product. As for JavaScript libraries, dependencies on other JavaScript libraries or 

frameworks are acceptable. If the library runs in the browser, it has to be able to do so 

without a plugin, to enable a future usage of the system in mobile devices [6]. 

Therefore, libraries which only support Adobe Flash and Microsoft Silverlight 

implementations are excluded. 

The following platform and library combinations are possible: 

 .NET 4.0 Windows Form with a .NET Chart/Visualization control 

 ASP.NET 4.0 MVC with a .NET Chart/Visualization control 

 ASP.NET 4.0 MVC with a JavaScript Chart/Visualization library 

The .NET controls will be referred to as libraries throughout the thesis. 

4.1.2 General requirements 

The purpose of these requirements is to eliminate libraries with few relevant features, as 

well as poorly maintained or documented chart libraries. As there are a large number of 

libraries to evaluate, ten minutes will be set aside for each library. This was deemed a 

reasonable time limit to ascertain if a library meets the requirements. 

The library must support the following chart types: 

 Column chart (a.k.a. vertical bar chart) 

 Line chart (a.k.a. line graph) 

 Pie chart 

The library must also comply with the following criteria: 

1. Must explicitly generate static charts. 

2. Each chart type in the library must be a stand-alone entity and not a part of a 

dashboard solution. 

3. Must offer full screen size charts. 

4. Must offer 2D charts. 

5. Must have documentation written in English. 

6. The documentation must include examples and/or a list of supported chart 

types. 

7. Must be actively maintained (latest update occurred within the last 12 months 

and/or commercially available support from publisher). 
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4.2 Second set of prerequisites: Specific system requirements 

The second set contains specific system requirement. Their aim is to reduce the number 

of collected libraries. 

4.2.1 Chart types 

In order to group and compare data, implement risk assessment and show compliance 

rate in different countries the following chart types are required: 

 Grouped column chart (a.k.a. side-by-side or clustered or multi-series column 

charts). Contrary to normal column charts they can compare values across 

categories or sections. 

 Geo chart. A visualization map of the world, a continent, a country or a region. 

 Bubble / points / scatter chart. These are all forms of point charts which plots 

points or bubbles along two continuous axes. 

It must be possible to determine from examples or the documentation if these chart 

types are supported within a ten minute time limit. 

4.2.2 Licensing 

The library does not have to be free of charge, but if a commercial license is being used 

a trial version must be available for testing. Moreover, a free, open source library cannot 

have a Copyleft
15

 or Share Alike
16

 license, as this would impede the Compliance 

Reporting System from having a commercial license. 

4.2.3 External service 

The library cannot be an external service, such as a web API (not downloadable), as the 

Compliance Reporting System will contain sensitive company data. Relying on an 

external service can also have implications if the service shuts down. 

4.2.4 Browser support 

The operating system Windows XP holds 21.28% of the market [17]. As it does not 

support Internet Explorer 9 [18], it was decided that the library should at least support 

Internet Explorer 8. As discussed in section 2.4.3 this will require the library to support 

Vector Markup Language (VML) natively or via a polyfill such as ExCanvas. 

4.3 Discussion 

The browser support criterion is a software requirement even though it is a client side 

issue which cannot be controlled. Nevertheless, it was placed in the second set in order 

not to reduce the search result more than necessary.  

 When choosing a software library for a web application, you might have to consider 

browser support. If not, there will be platform limitations. It depends on where the 

library will be run; on the client (browser) or on the server. In this case both scenarios 

are possible.  

 The specific chart types can be viewed as features making them applicable to other 

types of libraries. Many of the general requirements are relevant to other types of 

libraries as well. Having documentation with a list of features written in a language you 

understand is important regardless of the software in question. An actively maintained 

                                                 
15 http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/ 
16 http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Share_Alike 
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library is also a typical requirement. As for the rest of the general requirements, their 

aim is to exclude the edge cases. 

 There are many situations where financial limitations or ethical standards impede 

you from using a commercial library. The licensing could be moved to the first set of 

prerequisites if, for example, only open source and/or free libraries are acceptable. 

Collecting information regarding commercial libraries would be irrelevant in such a 

situation. 
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5 Search criteria 

An internet search will be performed to find the relevant libraries. The keywords were 

chosen with the first set of the prerequisites in mind. The stars system on GitHub is a 

way to mark repositories that you find useful or interesting [11].  

Table 5.1: Chosen web sites and keywords 

Web site Keyword(s) Limitations No of results 

GitHub chart C# stars > 20 

GitHub  chart JavaScript stars > 20 

Google JavaScript chart library  30 

Google JavaScript visualization library  30 

Google HTML5 chart library  30 

Google WinForms charts  30 

Google ASP.NET charts  30 

Google .NET chart control  30 

5.1 Discussion 

When searching for available libraries from the prerequisites stated in the previous 

sections, there are a few factors to take into account. The keywords used in the search 

are not guaranteed to show all available libraries. The number of results might be set too 

low.  There is also the risk of libraries being overlooked or not considered at all due to 

missed features.  
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6 Result: Available chart libraries 

The search was carried out in April 2013. A total of 60 libraries passed the platform 

limitations and general requirements (section 4.1). The complete list of libraries can be 

found in Appendix A. Supplementary data, such as type of license, dependencies and 

version, are listed in Appendix B. Online sources for all the libraries are available in 

Appendix C. 

6.1 Reduced results 

Seven libraries passed the second set of prerequisites (listed under section 4.2). Five 

were JavaScript libraries and two were .NET libraries. 

Table 6.1: List of libraries that have passed all the prerequisites 

Library Grouped 

bar 

chart 

Geo 

chart 
Scatter (S), 

Points (P), 

Bubble (B) 

.NET 

or JS 
IE8 Ext. 

API 
Free 

trial 
Copy 

left 
Last 

updated* 

amCharts/amMaps Yes Yes Yes (S, B) JS Yes No Yes N/A 2013-03-26 

Chart FX Yes Yes Yes (S, B) .NET Yes No Yes N/A Unknown 

dojox.charting Yes Yes Yes (S, B) JS Yes No N/A No Unknown 

(1.8 2012-

08-15) 

FusionCharts Suite 

XT 
Yes Yes Yes (S, B) JS Yes No Yes N/A Unknown 

JSXGraph Yes Yes Yes (P) JS Yes No N/A No 2013-04-17 

TeeChart for .NET Yes Yes Yes (S, P) .NET N/A No Yes N/A 2013-02-04 

TeeChart for 

JavaScript/HTML5 
Yes Yes Yes (S, P) JS Yes** No Yes N/A 2012-12-17 

* Date of the latest release or latest commit to the library’s repository. 

** Through ExCanvas. 

6.2 Discussion 

The first set of the prerequisites fulfilled its purpose. Unmaintained libraries with little 

or no documentation were rejected. Having a list of obligatory chart types excluded 

small or specific libraries. As the platform limitations included two types of techniques 

and requirements were general, the large outcome was expected. 

 The second set of the prerequisites, the specific system requirements, also fulfilled 

their purpose by reducing the selection to a more manageable number. Many were 

written off due to lack of geo chart support. 

 In the prerequisites it, was discussed whether the browser support and licensing 

belonged in the first or second set (section 4.3). If the browser support had been moved 

to the first set if would have eliminated eleven libraries. As licensing in this case only 

removed libraries with copyleft licenses it would have excluded one library. Having the 

search result reduced from 60 to 48 would have not affected the validity of the result. 
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7 Testing the adaptability 

Three tests will be performed to examine the adaptability of the libraries. The aim is of 

these test is to evaluate if the charts in library can be adapted to fit the need of the 

Compliance Reporting System, both in terms of functionality and graphical appearance. 

The chosen chart types are the same as the ones listed in the second set of prerequisites: 

the specific system requirements. This is to make the tests as real and applicable as 

possible.  

 Each test has a time limit, a number of test criteria with an explanatory figure (chart) 

as well as a data set. The charts in the figures are created with Google Chart Tools. It 

failed the second set of prerequisites as it is an external service, but after a quick 

assessment, it was concluded that the library could serve as a benchmark library. The 

tests were performed and the library passed all of them.  

 The time limits for the test were decided as a direct result of measuring how long it 

took to perform the tests with Google Chart Tools. The time was then doubled to make 

room for unexpected developments. The purpose of the limit is to test the how easy it is 

to get started using the library. If solutions are not found within the limit, it can give an 

indication to the quality of the documentation and the API. 

 The data in the data sets provided for each test are arbitrarily selected. For each 

library, one hour is set aside for download, setup and reading the documentation. If a 

library does not pass a test it is excluded from further testing.  

 All tests will be run using manually-assigned values, hard-coded as appropriate to the 

library being tested. This is to isolate the testing to the chart API itself. Also, only 

existing features and APIs can be used; adding functionality to the library is not 

permitted. 

7.1 Test one: Grouped column chart 

The first test is carried out on a grouped column chart. Its purpose is mainly to test if it 

is possible to change the charts graphical appearance, and to make sure that the basic 

functionality is working as expected. In the Compliance Reporting System, these types 

of charts will, for example, be used to visualize changes in sections (or departments) 

over time within a specific company (named ‘A’ in the figure 7.1). The test will be 

given a maximum time limit of one hour. 

7.1.1 Test criteria 

1. Set the y-axis to a compliance rate between 0-100. 

2. Set the color of the columns to custom colors. Being able to change the color 

to predefined color schemes is not sufficient.  

3. Set all the fonts used in the chart to a font family other than the default. 

4. Set background color to a value other than the default value. 

5. Set and display the labels of the y-axis (“Compliance rate”) and the x-axis 

(“Section”). 

6. Set and display a legend with the years and corresponding colors. 
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Figure 7.1: Grouped column chart  

Table 7.1 Data sets 

Department 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Legal 90 91 97 95 

Regulatory 50 70 63 62 

IT 55 60 45 55 

7.2 Test two: World map 

The Compliance Reporting System will be used by multinational groups, with 

companies and departments worldwide, therefore the library has to support geo charts. 

Specifically, a world map to visualize the compliance rate in different countries is 

required. The main objective of this test is to establish if a gradient can used to color the 

countries in the map. A time limit of one hour will be enforced.  

7.2.1 Test criteria 

1. Set the scale of the chart from 0-100 (where 100 indicate 100% compliance). 

2. Set a custom color to the minimum and maximum point of the scale thus 

creating a gradient. 
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3. Set a compliance rate (0-100) to the countries according to the data set listed 

below. The color corresponding to the compliance rate should color the entire 

country on the map. 

4. Set background color to a value other than the default value. 

 

 
Figure 7.2: World map 

Table 7.2 Data sets 

Country Compliance rate 

Australia 89 

Brazil 45 

Norway 85 

Germany 68 

India 20 

Italy 34 

Spain 54 

USA 75 

7.3 Test three: Custom heat map 

Various libraries have a sort of heat map that colors blocks, but it is not the type the 

Compliance Reporting System requires. The chart needs to have support for a 

transparent background in order to add a gradient behind it for displaying risk zones, or 

alternatively, support diagonal gradients directly in the API’s background property (if 
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such exists). Data points for visualizing the impact and likelihood of answers are also 

required. This type of chart can be created by customizing the bubble, scatter or points 

chart in the library. If the library supports more than one type of data point chart 

(bubble, scatter or point) ten minutes will be used in the beginning of the test to choose 

one. The test will be given a maximum time limit of one and a half hours. 

7.3.1 Test criteria 

1. Add a custom diagonal gradient background to the chart. A prepared css 

gradient will be available (gradient.css in the chart-tests repository on GitHub). 

2. Set y-axis to a likelihood scale between 0-100. 

3. Set x-axis to an impact scale between 0-100. 

4. Set color of the grids to a value other than the default value. 

5. Set color of the data points to a value other than the default value. 

6. Set size of the points to a value other than the default value. 

7. Set annotations to the data points (1-6). They can be either in the points or 

beside them. 

 

 
Figure 7.3: Custom heat map 

Table 7.3 Data sets 

Question Likelihood Impact 

1 48 35 

2 32 76 

3 76 52 

4 15 35 

5 88 45 

6 65 10 
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7.4 Discussion 

The limited number of tests might be insufficient to give a clear indication to the 

libraries true adaptability. It should also be taken into account that the test criteria are 

specific to the needs of the Compliance Reporting System. The method of testing is 

designed to only make use of a small portion of the functionality in the libraries. Thus, 

the results should not be interpreted as an indicator of the adaptability of the library in 

its entirety. Moreover, the tests do not analyze the extensibility of the libraries. 

 It should also be taken into account that the documentation of the library and API 

functionality can have been misinterpreted when calling the library; many developers 

become accustomed to working with specific tools in specific ways, which can 

introduce bias against libraries which operate in a different manner. As there are time 

limits to each test, time consuming bugs might prevent the tests from being completed. 

Experiences for utilizing chart libraries in general can be gained during the 

implementation of early tests. This could affect tests implemented later in the research. 

In the last test, the custom heat map, and the choice of point chart type can influence the 

result. 
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8 Result: The adaptability tests 

The method of the tests was constructed to reduce the number of libraries from one test 

to the next. This method fulfilled its purpose in the first test excluding one library from 

further testing. When all the libraries failed the second test, the method had to be 

reevaluated. After some deliberation it was decided to perform the third test. The library 

that failed the first test was not included. Subsequently, the second and third tests were 

given the same precedence.  

8.1 Results of the three tests 

All the test results (code as well as screenshots) can the found in the Chart tests 

repository [10] on GitHub. 

8.1.1 Test one: Grouped column chart 

The aim of the first test was to assess the library’s graphical adaptability and basic 

functionality. All except one library passed the test (table 8.1). There were some minor 

issues with some of the libraries, but they did not affect the outcome (discussed in detail 

in section 8.2). Screenshots of the charts are available in Appendix D. 

Table 8.1: Result of adaptability test one: Grouped column chart 
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8.1.2 Test two: World map 

The main objective of the second test was to establish if a gradient could be used to 

color the countries in the map. All libraries failed the test (table 8.2) as none of them 

supported gradients. Two of them supported color ranges. In order to obtain the same 

granularity with ranges as with gradients a large amount of steps would have to be 

created. This is a feasible solution, even if it does not meet the criteria. 

Table 8.2: Result of adaptability test two: World map 
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8.1.3 Test three: Custom heat map 

The purpose of the last test was to establish if it was possible create a custom heat map 

with a gradient from a selected points chart in the library. All libraries failed the third 

test as well. As the result indicates (figure 8.3) they all had issues with the annotation. 

Displaying a third custom value (1-6) proved difficult, and the time limit prevented a 

more thorough investigation into the problem. Four libraries had support for diagonal 

gradients. 

Table 8.3: Result of adaptability test three: Custom heat map 

 

8.2 Individual library results 

If a test is not addressed in the following subsections it passed without remarks. 

8.2.1 amCharts/amMap 

Although amCharts supports Internet Explorer 8, it turned out at the beginning of the 

second test that its sister library amMap, which is required for geo charts, doesn’t have 

VML support and therefore does not work in Internet Explorer 8 or earlier. No further 

testing was performed on the library. 

8.2.2 Chart FX 

In order to perform the second test of the Chart FX library the Chart FX Extensions 

Pack had to be installed and support for maps added to the created chart. The library did 

not support a gradient scale, but ranges were supported through something called 

‘Conditional Attributes’. 

 Adding the data to the bubble chart in third test involved difficulties because of lack 

of documentation. An internet search did not help. The attempts were abandoned to save 
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enough time for all the steps in the test. All but two of criteria were fulfilled. These two 

depended on having the correct data. Therefore it could not be established if the x-axis 

could be set to the required range or if the annotation could display the required 

numbering. 

8.2.3 Dojox charting 

The dojox charting library met all of criteria in the first test, but the names of the 

sections were not displaying properly. Instead a default numbering (1-3) was applied. A 

solution to this could not be found within the time limit. Also, the ‘Section’ label on the 

x-axis got turned upside down for unknown reasons. When performing the second test it 

became clear that the geo chart part of the library is still in an experimental phase. Only 

a basic map of the United States could be created. 

 The third test was performed on a bubble chart. According to the documentation the 

constructor took a number of optional arguments to help define plot parameters. 

Although the arguments for displaying annotations (markers) and a grid (lines) were set, 

neither of them worked. No error messages appeared in the browser console. A gradient 

or transparency could not be applied to the background. None of these problems could 

be solved within the time limit. 

 It should be added that the tests were performed without a theme and the colors 

applied directly in the chart. A better approach would have been to create a custom 

theme, but due to time limitations this could not be achieved. It is possible that some of 

the issues encountered during these tests could be resolved with the use of a theme. 

8.2.4 FusionCharts Suite XT 

The FusionCharts Suite XT library passed the first test, but it should be noted that the 

background only could be set via an image or svg file. In the second test the library only 

supported setting ranges of the compliance rate for coloring the countries. A legend 

with a gradient slider was available though. 

 A bubble chart was used for the last test. Changing the created chart to a scatter chart 

could be achieved by changing the chart type. Aside from the bubbles changing into 

points the results were identical. The size of the bubbles could only be set in relation to 

each other. According to the documentation support for annotations was available. 

Nevertheless, they did not work in the chart and no remedy was found within the time 

limit. 

8.2.5 JSXGraph 

When performing the first test of the JSXGraph library the column chart transformed 

into a line chart when the items were grouped. A solution to this problem could not be 

found either in the documentation or through a Google search. It was concluded that the 

chart could not be created without a deeper examination of the API, if at all. The library 

was excluded from further testing. 

8.2.6 TeeChart for .NET 

The tests of the TeeChart for .NET library were performed using the TeeChart Editor. 

Like the dojox charting library it displayed a default numbering (0-2) instead of the 

section names in the first test.  

 The world map created in the second test came with default data which for unknown 

reasons only displayed inside Visual Studio 2010. The compiled application lacked the 

data (figure 8.1). No measure for adding a compliance rate to the countries was found. 
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 A scatter chart was used for the last test. It passed all the criteria except the last one. 

The marks could be set to a point index, though, displaying 0-5 in the annotations. 

 
Figure 8.1: Screenshots from the second test of the TeeChart for .NET library. The image to the left 

is from inside Visual Studio 2010 while the one on the right is from the built WinForm application. 

8.2.7 TeeChart for JavaScript/HTML5 

The second test of the TeeChart for JavaScript/HTML5 library revealed that the colors 

of the countries only could be set by an array containing a specific color value for each 

country. No support for gradients was available.  

 For the third test, the custom heat map, the points chart was used as it had a more 

thorough example. The labels on x-axis were not legible until the decimal property was 

set to 0. The size of the points was set via the stroke property as another solution could 

not be found within the time limit. A basic annotation showing the y-values could be set 

by setting the marks property to visible. A more sophisticated way of creating 

annotations was available, but for unknown reasons the x and y coordinates of that 

method did not correspond to the chart. The problem could not be solved within the 

time limit. 

8.3 Discussion 

The result showed that the test criteria need to be specific and very detailed. However, 

with specificity comes the risk of libraries not passing the tests, which is what happened 

to test two and three. As a result no suitable library for the Compliance Reporting 

System was found.  

 Due to the failure of the second test, the method had to be reevaluated and changed. 

Having a funneling method proved to be an imprudent choice. A viable option would 

have been to perform all the tests on all the libraries. A ranking system of the tests and 

the criteria could have been added as well. A score for each test could in that case have 

been calculated.  

 The tests results also found fault with the test criteria. In the first test the section 

names were not displaying properly in two of the libraries. In one library the ‘Section’ 

label on the x-axis got turned upside down. The second test, the world map, made it 

apparent that a criterion for a legend with a gradient slider was missing. No 

considerations had been made towards accepting ranges or not. In the third test, the 

criteria concerning the color of the points lacked a notation about setting all the points 

to the same color.  

 The ubiquitous failure of the second test also made it clear that there is a lack of 

maturity and functionality in geo maps. This result calls into question the decision to 

have geo charts as a prerequisite. A better solution might have been to choose a separate 

library for those kinds of charts. 

 The selection of point chart type in the third test had little impact on the result. The 

charts were very similar. In some cases it was possible to change from one type to 

another and get an almost identical result. 
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 Having a time limit did prevent several tests from being concluded. Those cases were 

documented in the individual library result (section 8.2). One factor that was overlooked 

in the test method was the insertion of data into the charts. In some cases a considerable 

amount of time had to be used before a solution was found. In some cases the data could 

not be added at all. The insertion of data should have been added to the criteria. 

Alternatively, it could have been excluded from the test time and considered part of the 

setup. 
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9 General discussion 
The aim of the thesis was to create a method for finding, comparing and testing 

software libraries for a specific purpose. Even though the method had issues, and did 

not result in the desired outcome of finding a library for the Compliance Reporting 

System it did contain a number of successful steps. 

 The first sets of prerequisites made the search results relevant. The second set of 

prerequisites reduced the selection to a manageable number. However, the last step, the 

adaptability tests, did have problems. The test criteria were not specific enough. The 

funneling method excluded all the libraries early in the test suite. The method had to be 

reevaluated in order for the third test to be performed.  

 Having a time limit in the tests resulted in a small but interesting glimpse of the 

library’s API and documentation though. It highlighted the importance of good 

documentation, lots of examples, a carefully designed API and an active community. 

None of the tested libraries reached the level of Google Chart Tools in that aspect. 

Those libraries that had many examples or an intuitive API were easiest to work with. 

The overall quality of documentation and API, however, is highly subjective in many 

respects. The time limits also made it possible to test a number of libraries in a 

reasonably short time span.  

 The universal failure of the second test clarified the lack of extensibility tests in the 

method, such as adding gradient support to the geo charts. In the last test, custom 

annotations could have been implemented in the libraries.   

 The study led to some insights on charting as well. There is a lack of standardized 

terminology which makes it difficult to compare features and functionality. As noted in 

section 4.3.1, there are at least four terms used for grouped column chart. These 

differences also make it difficult to work with the APIs, as all the tested libraries had 

implemented their API in a different way. 

 The method developed in this thesis can hopefully reduce the costs involved in 

comparing software libraries. This in itself can be of time- and/or financial gain for 

companies and public institutions. 

 The method involved testing and evaluating other developers’ source code and 

software. Ethically debatable aspects of the process may be, that a single person was 

responsible for all testing and comparison. Personal viewpoints, such as "feel of a 

design" or "code quality", reduce the objectivity. This could have been partially 

mitigated by using more testers; there will always be subjective opinions when an 

evaluating process performed by humans is being used. 

 When developing methods for testing software libraries there is also maintainability, 

security and/or quality responsibilities to take into account. However, the importance of 

these aspects depends on what kind of project the library is going to be used in. A 

temporary or short term project might not have the same need of high maintainability as 

a permanent project does. The quality might be assessed in relation to the size and 

impact of the library in the project. Security concerns depend both on the nature of the 

project and the type of library that is involved. 
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10 Conclusion 

Though the search for an appropriate library for this purpose was not located, several 

conclusions were able to be drawn from the attempt. Any future search for a software 

library would benefit from considering this trial. 

10.1 How do you find relevant libraries? 

By creating a set of prerequisites relevant to the library type and the targeted application 

and applying those to an internet search. These prerequisites contained platform 

limitations and general requirements. The search keywords were based on the 

prerequisites. Only libraries who meet the prerequisites were collected from the search. 

10.2 How do you reduce the selection?  

By creating a second set of prerequisites and applying those to collected libraries. The 

prerequisites contained system specific requirements. This approach made it possible to 

collect a reasonable number of libraries and examine them in greater detail afterwards. 

10.3 How do you compare and test similar libraries for a specific purpose? 

By creating a number of tests based on the features listed in the second set of the 

prerequisites. The result of these test showed that the test criteria need to be specific as 

well as detailed. A funneling method should be avoided as it may eliminate libraries 

prematurely and prevent all the tests from being performed. 
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11 Future work 

Finding ways to add tests for such things as the need for examples, a well-designed API, 

or good documentation would be highly desirable.  

 Another interesting aspect would be to expand the method in this thesis with 

extensibility tests. Adding a function for gradient support in geo charts would be perfect 

candidate for such a test. It would also raise questions such as if the library is modular, 

if it has support for plugins, has a test suite, etc. 

 Finally, applying and testing this method on other types of software libraries would 

aid in refinement of both the libraries and the testing method. Alternatively, the 

different steps of the method could be adapted and applied to another domain or 

different type of application. 

 For Palantir the next step will be to choose between WinForms and ASP.NET MVC. 

A separate geo chart library will be most likely be required. There are many libraries 

available if the geo chart prerequisite is removed. Revising the requirements list and 

adding other criteria might be an option to narrow the selection further. The adaptability 

tests will be used to find the proper match for the Compliance Reporting System. 
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A. Table: Complete list of libraries 

The table below contains the 60 libraries that passed the platform limitations and general requirements in section 4.1. 

Library Grouped 

bar chart 

Geo 

chart 

Scatter (S) / 

Points (P) / 

Bubble (B) 

.Net or JS IE8 

support 

Ext. 

API? 

Free 

trial 

Copy left Last updated* 

amCharts/amMaps Yes Yes Yes (S, B) JS Yes No Yes N/A 2013-03-26 

Arcadia Charts Yes No Yes (P) JS Yes No Yes N/A 2013-03-01 

AwesomeChartJS No No No JS Unknown No N/A No 2012-09-01 

CanvasJS Yes No Yes (S, B) JS No No Yes N/A 2012-04-16 

Chart FX Yes Yes Yes (S, B) .NET Yes No Yes N/A Unknown 

Chart.js Yes No No JS Yes** No N/A No 2013-04-15 

ComponentArt Web:UI for ASP.NET Yes No Yes (S, B) .NET Yes No Yes N/A 2011-10-25 

ComponentOne Studio® for WinForms Yes No Yes (S, B) .NET N/A No Yes N/A Unknown 

ComponentOne WebChart™ for ASP.NET Yes No Yes (S, B) .NET Yes No Yes N/A Unknown 

D3.js Yes Yes Yes (S,B) JS No No N/A No 2013-04-11 

dc.js Yes No Yes (B) JS No No N/A No 2013-04-17 

DevExpress ASP.NET Charts Yes No Yes (P, B) .NET Yes No Yes N/A Unknown 

DevExpress WinForms Chart Yes No Yes (P, B) .NET N/A No Yes N/A Unknown 

DexCharts Yes Yes Yes (S) JS Unknown No N/A Unknown 2013-04-12 
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dhtmlxChart Unknown No Yes (S) JS Yes No Yes N/A 2013-04-18 

dojox.charting Yes Yes Yes (S, B) JS Yes No N/A No 2012-08-15 (v. 

1.8) 

EJSCharts Unknown No Yes (S) JS Yes No Yes N/A Unknown 

ExpertChart Yes No Yes (S) .NET N/A No Yes N/A Unknown 

Flot Yes (via 

plugin) 

No Yes (P) JS Yes** No N/A No 2013-04-13 

Flotr2 No No Yes (P) JS Yes** No N/A No 2013-03-21 

FusionCharts Suite XT Yes Yes Yes (S, B) JS Yes No Yes N/A Unknown 

Google Chart Tools Yes Yes Yes (S, B) JS Yes Yes N/A No 2012-09-24 

gRaphaël No No No JS Yes No N/A No 2012-08-20 

Highcharts.js Yes No Yes (S, B) JS Yes No Yes N/A 2013-04-16 

iChartsJS No No No JS No No N/A No 2013-03-13 

Ico Yes No Yes (S) JS Yes No N/A No 2013-08-06 

Infragistics NetAdvantage for ASP.NET Yes No Yes (P, B, S) .NET Yes No Yes N/A Unknown 

Infragistics NetAdvantage for WinForms Yes No Yes (S, B) .NET N/A No Yes N/A Unknown 

jChartFX Yes No Yes [S, B) JS No No N/A N/A Unknown 

jqChart for jQuery Yes No Yes (S, B) JS Yes No Yes N/A Unknown 

jqChart for ASP.NET Yes No Yes (S, B) .NET Yes No Yes N/A Unknown 
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jqPlot Yes No Yes (S, B) JS Yes** No N/A Yes 2013-03-27 

jQWidgets Yes No Yes (S, B) JS Yes No Yes N/A 2013-04-15 

JS Charts Yes No No JS Yes No Yes N/A 2012-09-25 

JSXGraph Yes Yes Yes (P) JS Yes No N/A No 2013-04-17 

Kendo UI DataViz Yes No Yes (S, B) JS Yes No Yes N/A March 2013 

LightningChart Ultimate SDK Yes Yes No .NET N/A No Yes N/A 2013-04-13 

Microsoft Chart Controls Yes No Yes (P, B) .NET Yes No N/A N/A Unknown 

MilkChart Yes No Yes (S) JS Unknown No N/A No 2013-04-01 

MindFusion.Charting 

 

Yes No Yes (S, B) .NET N/A No Yes N/A Unknown 

Nevron Chart for .NET Yes No Yes (P, B) .NET N/A No Yes N/A Unknown 

NVD3 Unknown No Yes (S, B) JS No No N/A No 2013-04-13 

RadChart - Telerik's ASP.NET Chart Yes No Yes (P, B) .NET Yes No Yes N/A 2013-04-17 

RadControls for WinForms - Telerik Yes No Yes (S) .NET N/A No Yes N/A 2013-03-21 

RadHtmlChart - Telerik's ASP.NET HtmlChart Yes No Yes (B, S) .NET Yes No Yes N/A 2103-04-17 

Raphaël Unknown Yes Unknown JS Yes No N/A No 2013-03-25 

Raphy Charts No No No JS Yes No N/A No 2013-03-13 

RGraph Yes No Yes (S) JS Yes No Yes N/A 2013-04-20 
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Sencha Ext JS Yes No Yes (S) JS Yes No Yes N/A 2013-04-17 

SharpShooter Charts Unknown Unknown Yes (B) .NET N/A No Yes N/A Unknown 

Syncfusion Essential Studio Yes No Yes (S, B) .NET N/A No Yes N/A 2013-02-14 

TeeChart for .NET Yes Yes Yes (S, P) .NET N/A No Yes N/A 2013-02-04 

TeeChart for Javascript/HTML5 Yes Yes Yes (S, P) JS Yes** No Yes N/A 2012-12-17 

Viskit.js No No No JS Unknown No N/A No 2012-08-03 

Wijmo Yes No Yes (S, B) JS Yes No Yes N/A 2013-04-18 

Xceed Chart for .NET Unknown Yes Yes (S) .NET N/A No Yes N/A Unknown 

Xceed Chart for ASP.NET Unknown Yes Yes (S) .NET N/A No Yes N/A Unknown 

xCharts No No No JS No No N/A No 2013-03-08 

YUI Charts widget Unknown No Yes (P) JS Yes No N/A No 2013-03-27 

ZingCharts Yes No Yes (S, B) JS Yes No Yes N/A Unknown 

* Date of the latest release or latest commit to the library’s repository. 

** Through ExCanvas. 
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B. Table: Supplementary data for the libraries 

This appendix lists the supplementary data for the 60 libraries that passed the platform limitations and general requirements in section 4.1. 

Library License Rendering 

technique 
Dep. Version 

amCharts/amMaps Commercial. Free if you include a link to the library in 

the chart. 
SVG, VML None amCharts 2.10.0 / 

amMaps 3.2.0 

Arcadia Charts Commercial. Free if you include a link to the library in 

the chart. 
Canvas, VML None 1.0.5 

AwesomeChartJS Free, Apache License, Version 2.0 Canvas None Unknown 

CanvasJS Free for non-commercial and paid for commercial use. Canvas None Unknown 

Chart FX Commercial GDI / SVG, Flash, 

PNG, JPG 
WebForms or 

WinForms 
7 

Chart.js Free, MIT Canvas None Unknown 

ComponentArt Web:UI for ASP.NET Commercial Unknown ASP.NET 2012.1.1016 

ComponentOne Studio® for WinForms Commercial Unknown WinForms 2013 v1 

ComponentOne WebChart™ for ASP.NET Commercial SVG ASP.NET 2013 v1 

D3.js Free, BSD SVG None 3 

dc.js Apache License, Version 2.0 SVG D3.js, Crossfilter.js 1.2.0 

DevExpress ASP.NET Charts Commercial, subscription Unknown ASP.NET Unknown 

DevExpress WinForms Chart Commercial, subscription Unknown WinForms Unknown 
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DexCharts Unknown SVG D3.js Unknown 

dhtmlxChart Commercial. It also has a free GPL (copyleft) alternative. Canvas, VML None 3.6 

dojox.charting Free, modified BSD SVG, Canvas, VML, 

Silverlight 
Dojo Toolkit 1.8.3 

EJSCharts Commercial. A free limited edition is a also available. Canvas, VML None Unknown 

ExpertChart Commercial Unknown ASP.NET or 

WinForms 
2.1 

Flot Free, MIT Canvas jQuery 0.8 

Flotr2 Free, MIT Canvas None Unknown 

FusionCharts Suite XT Commercial SVG, VML, Flash None Unknown 

Google Chart Tools Google APIs Terms of Service SVG, VML None 0.6 

gRaphaël Free, MIT SVG Raphaël 0.5.1 

Highcharts.js Commercial. Free for personal web site, school sites or 

 non-profit organisations. 
SVG, VML None 3.0 

iChartsJS Free, Apache License, Version 2.0 Canvas None 1.1 

Ico Free, MIT SVG, VML Raphaël Unknown 

Infragistics NetAdvantage for ASP.NET Commercial PNG, JPG, BMP, 

GIF, SVG, Flash 
ASP.NET Unknown 

Infragistics NetAdvantage for WinForms Commercial Unknown WinForms Unknown 

jChartFX Commercial FREE license / Commercial OEM license SVG None 7.0.4728 
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jqChart for jQuery Commercial Canvas jQuery v3.6.2.0 

jqChart for ASP.NET Commercial Canvas ASP.NET v3.6.2.0 

jqPlot Free, MIT and GPL 2.0 Canvas jQuery 1.0.8 

jQWidgets Commercial. Free for personal, non-commercial use. SVG, VML jQuery 2.8.1 

JS Charts Commercial. A free version with a watermark is also 

available.  
Unknown None 3.04 

JSXGraph Free, LGPL 3.0 SVG, Canvas, VML None 0.96 

Kendo UI DataViz Commercial SVG, VML None 2013.1.319 

LightningChart Ultimate SDK Commercial Unknown WinForms 5.1.2 

Microsoft Chart Controls Commercial (included in the .NET platform) Images WinForms or 

ASP.NET 
Unknown 

MilkChart Free, MIT Unknown MooTools Unknown 

MindFusion.Charting 
 

Commercial Unknown WinForms or 

ASP.NET 
3.4 

Nevron Chart for .NET Commercial Unknown WinForms 2012.1 

NVD3 Free, Apache License, Version 2.0 SVG D3.js Unknown 

RadChart - Telerik's ASP.NET Chart Commercial Unknown ASP.NET 2013.1.417 

RadControls for WinForms - Telerik Commercial Unknown WinForms 2013.1.321 

RadHtmlChart - Telerik's ASP.NET HtmlChart Commercial SVG, VML ASP.NET 2013.1.417 

Raphaël Free, MIT SVG, VML UglifyJS, Eve 2.1.0 
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Raphy Charts Free, Apache License, Version 2.0 SVG, VML Raphaël Unknown 

RGraph Commercial. Free for both commercial and non-

commercial use under the Creative Commons Attribution 

license (link to the library’s web site). 

Canvas None Unknown 

Sencha Ext JS Commercial SVG, VML None 4.2.0 

SharpShooter Charts Commercial Unknown ASP.NET or 

WinForms 
Unknown 

Syncfusion Essential Studio Commercial Unknown ASP.NET or 

WinForms 
11.1.0.21 

TeeChart for .NET Commercial Several image 

formats, SVG, Flash 
ASP.NET or 

WinForms 
v2012 

4.1.2012.01310-

01312 

TeeChart for Javascript/HTML5 Commercial Canvas None v2012.12.14.1.4 

Viskit.js Free, Apache License, Version 2.0 SVG, VML, Canvas Raphaël, Infovis, 

Prototype.js, jqPlot, 

Sencha Touch 

Unknown 

Wijmo Commercial. Free for open source projects under the 

GNU GPL license v3. 
SVG jQuery 2013v1.2 

Xceed Chart for .NET Commercial OpenGL with GDI+ 

as fallback 
WinForms Unknown 

Xceed Chart for ASP.NET Commercial OpenGL, GDI+ ASP.NET Unknown 

xCharts Free, MIT SVG D3.js 0.1.3 

YUI Charts widget Free, BSD SVG, Canvas, VML YUI 3.9.1 
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ZingCharts Commercial Canvas, SVG, VML, 

Flash 
None Unknown 
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C. Online sources for the libraries 

The following list contains all the libraries found in Appendix A and B including 

dependency libraries. 

“amCharts/amMaps”: http://www.amcharts.com/ [April 23, 2013] 

“Arcadia Charts”: http://www.arcadiacharts.com/ [April 24, 2013] 

“AwesomeChartJS”: http://cyberpython.github.io/AwesomeChartJS/ [April 18, 2013] 

“CanvasJS”: http://canvasjs.com/ [April 24, 2013] 

“Chart FX”: http://www.softwarefx.com/sfxGallery/ [April 25, 2013] 

“Chart.js”: http://www.chartjs.org/ [April 18, 2013] 

“ComponentArt Web:UI for ASP.NET”: 

http://www.componentart.com/products/aspnetajax/ [April 25, 2013] 

“ComponentOne Studio® for WinForms”: 

http://www.componentone.com/SuperProducts/ChartWinForms/ [April 25, 2013] 

“ComponentOne WebChart™ for ASP.NET”: 

http://www.componentone.com/SuperProducts/WebChartASPNET/ [April 25, 2013] 

“crossfilter.js”: https://github.com/square/crossfilter, Apr 10, 2013 [April 19, 2013] 

“D3.js”: http://d3js.org/ [April 19, 2013] 

“dc.js - Dimensional Charting Javascript Library”: https://github.com/NickQiZhu/dc.js, 

Apr 17, 2013 [April 19, 2013] 

“DevExpress ASP.NET Charts”: 

http://www.devexpress.com/Products/NET/Controls/ASP/Chart/ [April 25, 2013] 

“DevExpress WinForms Chart Control”: 

http://www.devexpress.com/Products/NET/Controls/WinForms/Chart/ [April 19, 2013] 

“DexCharts”: https://github.com/PatMartin/DexCharts, April 12, 2013 [April 18, 2013] 

“dhtmlxChart”: http://www.dhtmlx.com/docs/products/dhtmlxChart/ [April 24, 2013] 

“Dojo Toolkit”: http://dojotoolkit.org/ [April 19, 2013] 

“dojox.charting”: http://dojotoolkit.org/features/graphics-and-charting [April 19, 2013] 

“EJSCharts”: http://www.ejschart.com/ [April 23, 2013] 

“Eve”: https://github.com/adobe-webplatform/eve, January 30, 2013 [April 18, 2013] 

“ExpertChart”: http://www.chartingcontrol.net/ [April 25, 2013] 

“Excanvas (explorercanvas): HTML5 Canvas for Internet Explorer”: 

https://code.google.com/p/explorercanvas/ [April 18, 2013] 

“Flot”: http://www.flotcharts.org/, April 10, 2013 [April 18, 2013] 

http://www.amcharts.com/
http://www.arcadiacharts.com/
http://cyberpython.github.io/AwesomeChartJS/
http://canvasjs.com/
http://www.softwarefx.com/sfxGallery/
http://www.chartjs.org/
http://www.componentart.com/products/aspnetajax/
http://www.componentone.com/SuperProducts/ChartWinForms/
http://www.componentone.com/SuperProducts/WebChartASPNET/
https://github.com/square/crossfilter
http://d3js.org/
https://github.com/NickQiZhu/dc.js
http://www.devexpress.com/Products/NET/Controls/ASP/Chart/
http://www.devexpress.com/Products/NET/Controls/WinForms/Chart/
https://github.com/PatMartin/DexCharts
http://www.dhtmlx.com/docs/products/dhtmlxChart/
http://dojotoolkit.org/
http://dojotoolkit.org/features/graphics-and-charting
http://www.ejschart.com/index.php
https://github.com/adobe-webplatform/eve
http://www.chartingcontrol.net/
https://code.google.com/p/explorercanvas/
http://www.flotcharts.org/
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“Flotr2”: http://www.humblesoftware.com/flotr2/ [April 18, 2013] 

“FusionCharts Suite XT”: http://www.fusioncharts.com/ [April 24, 2013] 

“Google Chart Tools”: https://developers.google.com/chart/, April 3, 2012 [April 18, 

2013] 

“gRaphaël”: http://g.raphaeljs.com/ [April 18, 2013] 

“Highcharts.js”: http://www.highcharts.com/ [April 19, 2013] 

“iChartsJS”: http://www.ichartjs.com/en/, March 13, 2013 [April 18, 2013] 

“Ico”: http://alexyoung.github.io/ico/ [April 23, 2013] 

“Infragistics NetAdvantage for ASP.NET”: 

http://www.infragistics.com/products/aspnet/chart/ [April 18, 2013] 

“Infragistics NetAdvantage for WinForms”: 

http://www.infragistics.com/products/windows-forms/chart/ [April 18, 2013] 

“InfoVis”: http://philogb.github.io/jit/, March 28, 2012 [April 19, 2013] 

“jChartFX”: http://www.jchartfx.com/ [April 25, 2013] 

“jqChart”: http://www.jqchart.com/ [April 24, 2013] 

“jqPlot”: http://www.jqplot.com/ [April 18, 2013] 

“jQuery”: http://jquery.com/ [April 19, 2013] 

“jQWidgets”: http://www.jqwidgets.com/ [April 24, 2013] 

“JS Charts”: http://www.jscharts.com/ [April 23, 2013] 

“JSXGraph”: http://jsxgraph.uni-bayreuth.de/wp/ March 14, 2013  [April 18, 2013] 

“Kendo UI DataViz”: http://www.kendoui.com/dataviz.aspx, March 20, 2013 [April 23, 

2013] 

“LightningChart Ultimate SDK”: http://www.arction.com/products_lc_ultimate_sdk, 

April 14, 2013 [April 18, 2013] 

“Microsoft Chart Controls”: http://archive.msdn.microsoft.com/mschart, May 26, 2010 

[April 18, 2013] and http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd489233.aspx, August 2, 

2012 [April 18, 2013] 

“MilkCharts”: https://github.com/theiviaxx/MilkChart April 1, 2013 [April 18, 2013] 

“MindFusion.Charting”: http://www.mindfusion.eu/ [April 25, 2013] 

“MooTools”: http://mootools.net/ [April 18, 2013] 

“Nevron Chart for .NET”: http://www.nevron.com/Products.ChartFor.NET.Overview.aspx 

[April 25, 2013] 

“NVD3”: http://nvd3.org/ [April 24, 2013] 

http://www.humblesoftware.com/flotr2/
http://www.fusioncharts.com/
https://developers.google.com/chart/
http://g.raphaeljs.com/
http://www.highcharts.com/
http://www.ichartjs.com/en/
http://alexyoung.github.io/ico/
http://www.infragistics.com/products/aspnet/chart/
http://www.infragistics.com/products/windows-forms/chart/
http://philogb.github.io/jit/
http://www.jchartfx.com/
http://www.jqchart.com/
http://www.jqplot.com/
http://jquery.com/
http://www.jqwidgets.com/
http://www.jscharts.com/
http://jsxgraph.uni-bayreuth.de/wp/
http://www.kendoui.com/dataviz.aspx
http://www.arction.com/products_lc_ultimate_sdk
http://archive.msdn.microsoft.com/mschart
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd489233.aspx
https://github.com/theiviaxx/MilkChart
http://www.mindfusion.eu/
http://mootools.net/
http://www.nevron.com/Products.ChartFor.NET.Overview.aspx
http://nvd3.org/
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“Prototype.js”: http://prototypejs.org/, June 5, 2012 [April 18, 2013] 

“RadChart - Telerik's ASP.NET Chart”: https://demos.telerik.com/aspnet-

ajax/htmlchart/examples/overview/defaultcs.aspx [April 23, 2013] 

“RadControls for WinForms”: http://www.telerik.com/products/winforms/chartview.aspx 

[April 23, 2013] 

“RadHtmlChart - Telerik's ASP.NET HtmlChart”: https://demos.telerik.com/aspnet-

ajax/chart/examples/overview/defaultcs.aspx [April 23, 2013] 

“Raphaël”: http://raphaeljs.com/ [April 18, 2013] 

“Raphy Charts”: http://softwarebyjosh.com/raphy-charts/ [April 19, 2013] 

“RGraph”: http://www.rgraph.net/, April 20, 2013 [April 23, 2013] 

“Sencha Ext JS”: http://www.sencha.com/products/extjs/ [April 23, 2013] 

“Sencha Touch”: https://www.sencha.com/products/touch/ [April 23, 2013] 

“SharpShooter Charts (Chart ModelKit)”: http://www.perpetuumsoft.com/Chart-

ModelKit.aspx [April 25, 2013] 

“Syncfusion Essential Studio”: http://www.syncfusion.com/ [April 25, 2013] 

“TeeChart for .NET”: http://www.steema.com/teechart/net [April 24, 2013] 

“TeeChart for Javascript/HTML5”: http://www.steema.com/teechart/html5 [April 24, 

2013] 

“UglifyJS”: https://github.com/mishoo/UglifyJS, November 22, 2012 [April 18, 2013] 

“Viskit.js”: http://wso2.github.io/viskit/ [April 18, 2013] 

“Wijmo”: http://wijmo.com/widgets/data-visualization/ [April 24, 2013] 

“Xceed Chart for .NET”: http://xceed.com/Chart_WinForms_Intro.html [April 25, 2013]  

“Xceed Chart for ASP.NET”: http://xceed.com/Chart_ASP_NET_Intro.html [April 25, 

2013] 

“xCharts”: http://tenxer.github.io/xcharts/ [April 19, 2013] 

“YUI”: http://yuilibrary.com/ [April 23, 2013] 

“YUI Charts widget”: http://yuilibrary.com/yui/docs/charts/ [April 23, 2013] 

“ZingCharts”: http://www.zingchart.com/ [April 24, 3013] 

 

 

 

http://prototypejs.org/
https://demos.telerik.com/aspnet-ajax/htmlchart/examples/overview/defaultcs.aspx
https://demos.telerik.com/aspnet-ajax/htmlchart/examples/overview/defaultcs.aspx
http://www.telerik.com/products/winforms/chartview.aspx
https://demos.telerik.com/aspnet-ajax/chart/examples/overview/defaultcs.aspx
https://demos.telerik.com/aspnet-ajax/chart/examples/overview/defaultcs.aspx
http://raphaeljs.com/
http://softwarebyjosh.com/raphy-charts/
http://www.rgraph.net/
http://www.sencha.com/products/extjs/
https://www.sencha.com/products/touch/
http://www.perpetuumsoft.com/Chart-ModelKit.aspx
http://www.perpetuumsoft.com/Chart-ModelKit.aspx
http://www.syncfusion.com/
http://www.steema.com/teechart/net
http://www.steema.com/teechart/html5
https://github.com/mishoo/UglifyJS
http://wso2.github.io/viskit/
http://wijmo.com/widgets/data-visualization/
http://xceed.com/Chart_WinForms_Intro.html
http://xceed.com/Chart_ASP_NET_Intro.html
http://tenxer.github.io/xcharts/
http://yuilibrary.com/
http://yuilibrary.com/yui/docs/charts/
http://www.zingchart.com/#welcome
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D. Screenshots of the results of adaptability test one 

 

Figure D.1: AmCharts/AmMap 

 

Figure D.2: Chart FX 
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Figure D.3: Dojox.charting 

 

Figure D.4: FusionCharts Suite XT 
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Figure D.5: TeeChart for .NET 

 

Figure D.6: TeeChart for JavaScript/HTML5
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